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I frequently read some things on the forums in regards to how "Magick can be
used in anyway one sees fit" and other arguments that are coming up again and
again.
This is like saying "knives can be used to cut, in anyway one sees fit", but does this
imply that knives should be used to cut, moreso, mindlessly?
Any being with power that is of meaning/actual height, the Gods included, do
have a form of "morality", or because this word is rather tainted, let's just say
they have a way of going about with the harmony of the universe and using forces
how they are supposed to be used.
In the universe there is no "Karma" and no "Morals", yet the reality that one will
reap what they sow, or that if one sucks at sowing, they will not reap, will remain
a universal constant.
In Satanism, and with the powers you develop, you have free will to use them as
you see fit.
Notice...As you see fit. But how much do you see? Given all the people who
perpetuate the turning of meaningful things to random justifications do, nullifying
their meaning, let's just say, one does not see all that much. Seeing and
understanding also change how one relates to the power at their hands.
But that does not mean you are necessarily impeccable or free-er compared to
anyone else, because you have power. In other words, it does not prove one is
more "free" because they have the ability to do reckless or stupid and
unnecessary things, compared to someone not doing them. The only measure of
freedom here is if one "can" do these things. The rest is up to personal decision,
and wisdom.
In the ladder of power, there are morals, and there are reasons that beings,
especially due to their innate and general understanding, do the things that they
do. Woe to the world if everyone had the same morality as some people who only

think of themselves and themselves as the measures of all things.
Basically most people who rave about the lack of any morals are most of the time
[especially so outside these forums or in occult books of larpers who cannot curse
a toothpick and make it break] are the people who cannot create. Disability to
create, cultivate, grow, and produce, most of the time requires a sort of bandit
mentality, that can be viable grounds to justify one's decision.
It is very easy to raze something to the ground and generally destroy. You can
burn acres of fields in a few hours, and it may take 30 years to actually develop
and cultivate the soils. It takes a human being 30 to 40 years to reach a height,
and one can die in a few seconds over a bag of chips as is so commonplace today
in America. It can take 10 million years to create a bloodline then one generation
of apes can throw it all in the trash can and deteriorate their blood.
Clearly a life-form that is not skilled in creation does not understand any of this.
Also, the less creative an individual, the less the value of creation is understood,
and therefore, destruction pretends itself to be some sort of higher power, an
end in itself, because of lack of understanding in many cases on how to go the
other way.
If I am to relate a personal story in regards to Satan, without giving un-necessary
details, many many years ago, there was a person that was seriously harassing
me. A lot of harassment was present, wrongdoing, injustices, and so forth.
Reasonably thinking removal was the only decisive action to go. However, the
ramifications of such removal would not be understood back then, as I could not
foresee what this action would do.
Despite on if power existed or not to carry out this decision, there was really no
capacity to observe exactly how this was going to turn out later. Indeed that
would have been morally, emotionally, and in all other ways, extremely satisfying
to curse and curse. As time went however, it started becoming apparently clear
why Satan, at least in this case, told me both the proportionate and the normal
thing to do was not to go that way but another way.
Long story short, a lot of time later, I have gained a thousandfold by the patience

and the wisdom shown back then, than I would have gained by following the
nearsightedness that defined the thought process of this time before. I would
never imagine, but here it was.
Destruction in many cases is dumb as fuck and many people are obsessed with it
because they cannot be assed with creating and developing anything. This is
exactly also why the jews rule and with them the parasites are looming, but why
the history of the world takes a circular process of perpetual self destruction. If
you pay close attention all the things the jews have done is spiritual misuse,
reckless destruction, parasitism, and draining the light out of humanity without
minding any consequence, based on a thought process of a reptilian maggot living
in human form.
Aryans and enlightened beings sit there building countries for thousands of years,
there come the monkeys and the parasite jew with the jeboo on the hand, and it
all collapses. Then the jew and the parasite get to feast on shit, until history
repeats itself and some enlightened people create another civilization so they can
go take it down. This is why also in the future, this looping circle will break one
way or another, and everyone knows how this will end for them.
I have encountered a lot of people, many big ego types, and all sorts of other
beings that assumed that for example, a someone or whatever, in many cases
without even a reason of injustice, because they "saw fit" it was a clever idea to
do. It's not like these beings give anything to this world or other people at all.
It is just that their incapacity to create is met with someone else who has/does
something, and in many cases, this is gross jealousy and hatred doing the thinking
here, to which they try to morally justify that destruction is "necessary". However
hatred and jealousy here do not serve the person in question at all, this is only
confronting them with one's own binding.
One can then choose to make a decision of futility [and possibly self destruction]
or, one can choose to up their game and become better, and free themselves
from weakness. I have found in life an overwhelming amount of people always try
to somehow shut this feeling off, or rather, harm others that are causing them
these feelings [which are indeed feelings they experience because of themselves

in which other people are only triggers].
A very small percent rather takes these feelings and empowers themselves, while
others give in to the downward entropy. This is why in this world we have few
people that are developing and an excessive mass that is unwilling in many ways
to develop. A lot of this is self inflicted. Add curses to the mix and the situation
becomes Earth 2020.
In the case of Jews, this is because they are naturally parasitic [so they have no
other choice] but in the case of few Gentiles, that is indeed rather saddening,
because one is definitely capable of creation and cultivation, but allows these
areas unexplored.
In general, destruction comes very easy, but the losses that arise from it, although
not directly present, are always affecting, both the do'er, and the affected.
If you want to grow in power you have to start considering how any power
possessed is used. The fact that one can launch a spell to break a couple, or
seriously affect the lives of other people, of course, makes one feel like they are a
"God" compared to other human beings who know nothing.
A question to do to one's self is, can you rather do a spell to find a partner or to
alternatively create something for yourself? The above should be equal in
importance in how one goes about destroying and creating.
These phenomena present themselves when people tend to learn a few things, as
a brat that is very full of themselves when they take 2 years in the university and
they know things about a topic that other people who never went to one, do not.
Another person has taken 20 years in and their mentality can be rather different.
Typical of the psychological being of these brats is that they either have to shed
this skin or they will never grow, because they spend too much time pre-occupied
with how smart they are compared to anyone else rather than getting better.
As it should be obvious this mentality is "self serving". Many people are satisfied
with being only self serving. That is also in many cases a healthy aspect, when it
co-exists with others. Others also have no clue how to self serve, so this is a

necessary stage in one's development and one's self assertion. Yet, this raises also
the question, if you are to be so self serving, why should anyone else care, for
example?
There are many psychological, natural, and actually very spiritual reasons why this
is the case. One only understands after they have went far in development what
the meaning here is.
Long story short if you are a ruiner only and a parasite, indeed, nobody is going to
"stop" you. As Satan states, destruction and creation are in your hands. However,
as reality shows, creation has more value than reckless destruction, and so the
Gods will respect creators rather than mindless and purposeless destroyers.
Between two sons, which one would you pick? A son that is a parasitic drunkard,
that, when you taught him the sword, uses this to slash people, only to steal more
wine?
Or a son that has developed wonders, is a good fighter, and keeps his sword in
the case, and has equal or far more destructive power than the other one, but
rather uses this in an intelligent manner or a moral manner? There are many
valid, logical, existential reasons, to value the second more than the first.
The whole "Universe is amoral" thing does not change the above. This just means
that nobody will call you a sinner, but one can still call you retarded, and you can
still be weak while following this morality of claiming your right to amorality,
while all along it can be weakness and lack of ability masking itself in a colorful
but fake robe.
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